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Garden Playhouse 
With a window on the roof, mesh panels and 

two large openings with a curtain to open and 
close the house, the cottage lets the light 

through to play and feel just like in nature. 
Dimensions: 51.2¨ x 47.2¨ x 56.7¨

21090019 | 2+ | $79.99

Game Balls 75 pieces Mixed 
75 balls, plenty of colors and lots of fun!

2102798 | 6m+ | $29.99

Farm tractor & trailer 
Farming fun tractor! Set includes 7 pieces.

570BT2658 | 18m+ | $35.99

 Baby Pony Ride-On
A first animal ride-on equipped  
with a trailer to take whatever  
baby will find on its way.
892721500 | 12m+ | $79.99

Baa-Baa-Barn
4 songs, each sound differently  
depending on who’s on the floor.  
4x AA batteries included
570BX2005 | 2+ | $69.99

Hippo Pop Play Piano
8 popping birdies & musical light show! Pressing 
piano keys makes birds pop!
570LB1650 | 12m+ | $59.99

Duo Set Bath Dino  
The 9 parts are interchangeable and allow 
children to create their own circuit.
21040071 | 10m+ | $49.99

Fishing set  
Set includes 1 fishing rod  
and 4 colorful fishes.
63481008 | 18m+ | $19.99
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Two sides!

Lap Drawing Board
Includes 5 pieces : 1 lap 
drawing and 4 markers.
570BT2663 | 2+ | $29.99

 Contour Puzzle Peacock 40 pieces
 Dimensions : 41 x 58 cm
 8076181135 | 3+ | $18.99

Contour Puzzle Tiger 59 pieces 
Dimensions : 53 x 56 cm

8076181136 | 4+ | $18.99

Cat Bowling Set 
Made of soft plastic. Easy for baby to handle!

2103450 | 10m+ | $29.99

 Mix & Match Eggs Shapes 12 pieces 
 A dozen of eggs has never been so fun!
 63441045 | 18m+ | $21.99

Contour Puzzle 2-sided Owls 39 pieces  
Dimensions : 63 x 40 cm
8076181140 | 2+ | $18.99

 Musical Light Show Microphone L&S
 Singa long with 5 fun songs while  
 lights project flashing colors.
 570BT2523 | 3+  | $29.99

Yellow Bouncing Dog  
Dimensions : 27 x 58 x 48 cm.

Inflatation system included.
2102778 | 10m+ | $39.99
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My Fun Cash Register & accessories   
Cash register with microphone,  

manual treadmill, genuine electronic  
calculator, manual scanner, credit  

card terminal and cash drawer with cash.
63451017 | 3+  | $39.99

 My Beauty - Vanity & 13 pieces
Beauty vanity easy to transport,  
gathering 3 universes: hairdressing,  
nail salon, make-up.
892320148 | 3+ | $49.99

Medical Rescue 
Electronic Trolley
The ideal electronic trolley  
to play the doctor, with  
great realistic accessories!
892340202 | 3+  | $89.99

Pet care Carrier 
Take your little  

puppy to the vet!
63451016 | 2+

 Doctor case 10 pieces
816554-2578 | 3+  | $24.99

Cleaning Trolley  
& Vaccum Cleaner 9 pieces
You can do the dusting, sweep,  
wash the sinks, or vacuum house’s 
floors thanks to the electronic  
vacuum cleaner!
892330309 | 3+  | $89.99

 Super Market with 42 accessories
You will be able to create and run your  
business thanks to this pretty market!
892350228 | 3+  | $139.99

Chop ‘N’ Play Vegetables or Fruits 
Includes 14 colorful pieces!
Veggies: 570BX1969 Fruits: 570BX1970 | 2+ | $24.99each.

PromoPromo
$24.97

reg. $39.99
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Pet Collection  
- Hazel Dog trainer

Hazel loves to take her sweet pet 
around the block with the leash, and 
she hands out treats when someone 

is on their best behavior!
743BD31259 | 3+ | $54.99

Unicorn Heart - Malibu 
Duo Twin Doll Stroller 
525D86006 | 3+ | $69.99

Deluxe Snowsuit for 43 cm doll
Doll not included.

949830062 | 3+ | $39.99

Happy Birthday - Changing bag 
949831106 | 3+ | $28.99

 Pet Collection - Yanira with foal
 Take great care of Yanira’s loyal horse  
 with the grooming accessories before  
 it’s time to ride!
 743BD31386| 3+ | $69.99

 Girl or Boy Doll 43 cm
 10 lifelike functions, all of which work  
 without batteries! I’m supermovable, I can drink,  
 I can wet my nappy, I can cry, I can eat, I can control  
 my wee, I can control my poo, I’m fully bathable  
 and I can sleep. Accessories included. 
 Girl: 949827956 Boy: 949917479 | 3+ | $59.99each.

Sweet Princess Doll 36 cm 
She closes her blue sleeping eyes  

and when she gets a goodnight  
kiss before falling asleep, she  

makes cute sleeping noises.
949703984 | 3+ | $59.99

Unicorn Heart  
- Doll Twin Play Center

The Ultimate Sleep, Eat & Play Doll Set! 
Assembled dimensions: 24.41¨x 22.24¨x 24.80¨

525D91806 | 3+ | $69.99

 Andalusian Foal 12¨ 
 This styling horse has a white body  
 with golden hooves, an ultra long  
 white mane and tail, and features  
 colorful accessories to add  
 majestic hairstyles. 
 743BD38162 | 3+ | $34.99
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City Heroes - Fire Commander 36cm   
with Lights and Sounds 

Freewheel toy car, manual water pump,  
telescopic ladder with swivelling arm, light  

and sound effects. Length: 36 cm
965330-8377 | 3+ | $39.99

 Ford Police Interceptor Light & Sound
 Freewheel toy car. Ford license. Light and sound   
 effects. Opening back door 
 2x AA batteries included.
 965330-6017 | 3+ | $29.99

Porsche Deluxe center with 5 cars
Charging station, onroad and offroad  
parcours, drift curve and launcher, lifting  
platform and car wash! 5 cars included. 
575205-0029 | 5+ | $59.99

 Robot M.A.R.S.  
 Converters, 3 assorted
 M.A.R.S Converter conversion  
 action figure/construction vehicle. 
 4224110-12 | 5+ | $24.99each.

 Elevator Marble Maze 186 pieces
 The motorized elevator rolls the marbles  
 up again and again, sending them through  
 different funnels and spirals!
 7079322 | 3+ | $59.99

RC Tumbling Flippy 18 cm 1:28 
Toy car with radio remote control system  

(2-channel, 2.4 GHz). Rotate, spin and flip  
function, front and top lights, tumbling  

axles on sides. Speeds up to 8 km/h. 
965111-9136 | 6+ | $39.99

Big Dino Set 10 pieces 
  Includes: 10 dinosaurs measuring 9 to 19 cm.

816434-4425 | 3+ | $29.99
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Creatix Construction Playset  
Garage with multi-floors, die-cast freewheel car. 
Includes: vehicles, launch ramp, rails and accessories.
575205-0032 | 5+ | $59.99

 Deluxe Tool set 5 pces  
 Stanley Jr. 5-piece kids’ tool set with tool belt,  
 safety glasses, gloves, and real building tools  
 for play or pretend play.
 754ST037-05-SY | 5+ | $44.99

 Mega Tool Set 19 pieces  
 Set includes 19 tools ergonomi- 
 cally fitted for smaller hands.
 754RP014-SY | 5+ | $39.99

RC Volvo Mining Excavator  
60 cm with Lights and Sounds  
Ready to dig!  Toy car with radio remote control (4-channel, 
2.4 GHz), full driving function, light and sound effects, moving 
cabin and digging via transmitter. 
965372-9018 |3+ | $99.99

Clean Cut Chainsaw with Hard Hat  
Deluxe chainsaw has mechanical sound and rotating 
blade which works like the real thing!  
54353003 | 3+ | $39.99

Woodburning Kit   
A wood-burning tool that plugs into a  
household socket is used to make designs  
in wood, corkboard, or leather. 
63481003 | 14+ | $44.99

 Volvo Construction 4 pcs set    
 Freewheel toy car, Movable parts.  
 Vehicles length: 7,5 cm 
 575205-7287 | 3+ | $21.99

RC Mega crane 120 cm     
Makes little ones feel mega big! Toy  

crane with cable remote control, rotating  
cabin and trolley. Turn 350 degrees.  

965346-2412 | 3+ | $69.99

 Robot M.A.R.S.  
 Converters, 3 assorted
 M.A.R.S Converter conversion  
 action figure/construction vehicle. 
 4224110-12 | 5+ | $24.99each.
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Your DIAMOND DOTZ® 
finished project is sure 
to blow you away! The 
stunning sparkle of each 
facet and the superior 
colors of the canvas make 
for a completed project 
like none other!

 Paint by numbers  
Junior - Koalas 
Dimensions: 9.4 x 0.8 x 13″
4992001 | 8+ | $00.99

 Stick’N Fun - SM 3 
Mosaics - Horses 
3 projects to realise with  
950 mosaics and 50 gems.  
Includes 3 hang ups. ″
824CRE7004 | 5+ | $18.99

 DOTZ BOX - Ariel the  
Baby Dragon - Medium  
Design size : 8.66 x 8.66 x 0.79".  
No frame required!
149DBX-010 | 3+ | $17.99

Paint by numbers Senior 
- Horses in the surf

Dimensions: 15.6 x 0.8 x 6.1" 
4990041 | 10+ | $15.99

 Paint by numbers Junior 
- Koalas 
Dimensions: 9.4 x 0.8 x 13" 
4992001 | 8+ | $9.99

Artissimo - XL Glitter & Gilding 
boards-Fantastic animals 10 pcs 

Includes : 10 projects to spangle and gild, 8 
tubes of glitter, 8 sheets of foil, 1 tool, 1 leaflet 

with models and instructions. 
824CREA008 | 4+ | $36.99

Stick’N Fun - SM 3 Mosaics 
- Butterflies

In this set, find out 3 projects  
to realise. Includes : 1000 mosaics,  

3 card boards, 3 hang up,  
1 instruction sheet. 

824CRE7037 | 5+ | $18.99

Diamond Dotz 
- Believe in Magic-Medium
Design size : 8.66 x 8.66 x 0.79".  

No frame required! 
4990041 | 8+ | $17.99

Stick’N Fun - LG 5 Mosaics 
- Enchanted dreams
5 projects to realise with 1400 mosaics and 
100 gems. Includes 5 hang ups. 
824CRE7009 | 5+ | $26.99
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 Design & Git Friendship bracelets  
 500+ pieces and over 40 projects!  
 9 gift boxes are included.
 36112836 | 6+ | $35.99

Studio Creator 2 - Video Maker Kit
Create videos for YouTube, TikTok and Instagram! 
Adjustable tripod, LED ring light with USB  
power supply and green screen.
257872006 | 8+ | $59.99

Rainbow Disc-O’s - Bracelet Design  
Kit & Keeper Pouch
Make 7 bracelets! Reusable keeper included.
36112800 | 8+ | $27.99

Style 4 Ever   
- DIY Unicorn Light-Up Speaker      

LED night light to decorate with stickers, rhinestones, 
glitter glue and accessories to detach. 

257872020 | 3+ | $49.99

Style 4 Ever - Tie-Dye  
Stamp Art Workstation 

Create 12 Tie-Dye styles! Easy to use, no mess! 
257228200 | 8+ | $35.99

Crystalize It! Jewelry Box Kit     
Crystal painting jewelry box,  
with more than 4000 pieces! 

36112682 | 8+ | $24.99

2000+ Galaxy Bead Super Set     
With over 2000 beads, tween crafters will 

spend hours making over 50 bracelets using the 
contents of this super-sized kit. 

36112679 | 8+ | $39.99

Ultimate DIY  
Craft Box Series 3 

With 10 different projects to do, 
you will learn some cool new 

skills that will provide a lifetime 
of enjoyment. 

36112838 | 10+ | $49.99
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 I’m a Genius - Ice Science
 Make 15 fun experiments with water and ice.
 417EX53704 | 7+ | $18.99

I’m a genius The laboratory  
of disgusting and Funny Fluids
They change color, they bounce, they crack!
417EN66360 | 8+ | $34.99

 I’m a Genius - Science in the dark
 Are you ready to turn the lights off?
 417EX83879 | 7+ | $34.99

I’m a Genius - Perfumed Soap 
Prepare the glycerine and use the moulds,   
then have fun giving your creations  
to your friends!
417EX66896 | 8+ | $34.99

 Telescope and 15 activities 
 The telescope can be used for  
 observations during the day.   
 Includes: lens 50 mm, 2 interchangeable  
 eyepieces, tripod measuring 89 cm,  
 sky map.
 201TS006B | 8+ | $69.99

I’m a Genius - Candle Laboratory 
Discover the science behind candles and bring 

your creations to life! 
417EX68647 | 8+ | $34.99

I’m a Genius -  
The magic of crystals 
Mix the reagents in the container, 
place them in the "cave" and wait : 
your crystals will form by magic! 
417EN59744 | 8+ | $18.99

Crystal Lab 
15 experiments to grow  

crystals in every size,  
shape and colour. 

201CM006 | 8+ | $34.99
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Builder Construction Set 
135 play components including  

easy-to-use construction tools such as 
hammers, screwdrivers and wrenches, 
wooden and plastic parts to base the 

construction around.
34587 | 3+ | $59.99

Zingo
It’s not just bingo. It’s Zingo!,  
a matching game that encourages 
pre-readers and early readers alike to 
match the pictures and words to their 
challenge cards.
76460 | 4+ | $29.99

Rush Hour
In Rush Hour, a sliding block logic 

game, you have to battle the gridlock 
as you slide the blocking vehicles out 

of the way for the red car to exit.
76436 | 8+ | $29.99

I’m a Genius - Predators 2 in 1
Two blocks to excavate and unearth the skeletons of 
two of the most famous prehistoric predators.
41784630 | 7+ | $34.99

 Train Set My First   
Railway Starter Set 
The reversable magnet  
connections ensure  
that the trains always   
come together easily. 
63372700 | 18m+ | $59.99

V8 Engine 
  This kit will help you to understand the 4-stroke 

cycle of automotive engine. With realistic sound and 
light effects! 270 parts to assemble.

2017161 | 10+ | $99.99

 Gravitrax Obstacle Set 
This STEM toy encourages  
hands-on play where kids  
lead the way. With a variety  
of gravity-based elements,  
kids can create near  
limitless obstacle course  
marble-run tracks!
26866 | 8+ | $149.99  Gravitrax Pro Starter Set 

This set offers everything you  
need to begin building your own  
vertical action-packed track systems.
26832 | 8+ | $99.99

I’m a Genius - Scientific kit x 3  
Take your first steps in the world  
of volcanology, paleontology and botany.
41782131 | 8+ | $29.99

Gravity Maze 
This labyrinth of 

logic and gravity will 
challenge your visual 
perception and your 

reasoning faculty.
76433 | 8+ | $39.99

 Disney Princess 
Castle Set 
Includes a magnificent princess  
castle, wooden train tracks,  
princess train with wagons, three  
Disney princess characters  
and accessories. 
63331200 | 3m+ | $159.99
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Uno 50th Anniversary  
It arrives in a deluxe, specially designed box 
and includes cards with a velvety smooth 
finish. A commemorative golden medallion 
collector coin is included
595GXJ94 | 7+ | $24.99

 Blokus Shuffle - Uno Edition 
Players still follow the one rule of Blokus™  
- pieces must touch another piece of the same 
color, but only at the corners – until the special 
deck of UNO® themed action cards start breaking 
all the rules!
595GXV91 | 2-4 players| 7+ | $24.99

 Memory Game Great Outdoors  
In this classic game of picture matching, flip over  
delightfully illustrated tiles to reveal familiar  
scenes of the great outdoors.
20359 | 3+ | 1 player+ | $16.99

 Pusheen Purrfect Pick Card Game 
Be the first to collect ten stars as you take  
Snapshots of your fun to win!  
Pusheen figure included!
60001925 | 2-5 players| 8+ | $32.99

Blokus 
Fun for both kids and adults, Blokus is a strategy  

board game that challenges spatial thinking. 
595BJV44 | 2-4 players | 7+ | $29.99

Pokemon Labyrinth 
Some of the most famous Pokémon have been hiding in this 
crazy maze. Move the paths skillfully in this simple strategy 
game and collect the most Pokémon you can. 
26949 | 7+ | 2-4 players | 20-30 min | $39.99

Minecraft Builders & Biomes 
Experience the world of Minecraft as a tabletop 
game! Build cleverly and fight bravely to score the 
most experience points and win the game!
26132 | 2-4 players| 10+ | $59.99

Minecraft - Magnetic Travel Puzzle 
The ender dragon is trying to prevent you from 

traveling through the worlds of Minecraft by placing 
40 increasingly difficult challenges in your path.

44031521 | 8+ | 1 player | $16.99
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 Scotland Yard 
Criminal mastermind Mister X has escaped  
Scotland Yard and it’s up to you, Scotland Yard’s  
famous detectives, to catch him!
26601 | 2-6 players | 45 min | 8+ | $49.99

 Disney Villainous 
In this epic contest of sinister power, you’ll take on  
the role of a Disney Villain and strive to achieve   
your own devious objective..
60001739 | 2-4 players | 10+ | $59.99

 Rubik’s Hybrid  
Roll the steel ball to the  
START space and twist the  
Rubik’s Perplexus to align  
the tracks and maneuver  
the ball through  
the inner maze.
8436058355 | 8+ | $24.99

Pusheen Purrfect Pick Card Game 
Be the first to collect ten stars as you take 
Snapshots of your fun to win! 
Pusheen figure included!
60001925 | 2-5 players| 8+ | $32.99

Escape the Room - The Cursed Dollhouse 
Build and explore a mysterious three-dimensional  
dollhouse complete with 3D furniture, solving  
puzzles in search of a way to escape.  
44007353 | 13+ | $59.99

Marvel Villainous   
Dominate the Marvel Universe as one of five iconic Villains! 
Follow your own twisted path to victory, using sinister abilities 
to take on other Villains and mighty heroes from across the 
universe. Fulfill your objective first to win! 
60001871 | 12+ | 2-4 players | $59.99

Marvel Villainous Exp. 1 - Loki  
Can be played as is, or combined with  
the original for up to 4 players. 
60001912 | 2-4 players | 12+ | $49.99

Cold Case: A Story To Die For  
In the Cold Case™ series, you have 
been summoned to investigate the 
unsolved cases of victims murdered 
decades ago, piecing together the 
details that the police could never find. 
83127 | 14+ | 1-4 players | $19.99

 Disney Jungle Cruise 
Can you keep your passengers and cargo safe  
from jungle dangers? Find clues about which  
families have fallen out of Alberta’s favor  
along the way. The Skipper who finishes with  
the most valuable freight of travelers and  
cargo will win...a cruise back home!
60001898 | 8+ | 2-4 players | $49.99

Disney -Raya Enchanted Forest 
Join Raya as she searches the five 

realms of Kumandra for her friends 
Tuk Tuk, Sisu, Boun,  
Tong, little Noi, and  

the mischievous ongi!
20796 | 6+ | 2-4 players | $34.99

Disney - Hocus Pocus 
Work together to stop the  

Sanderson sisters from draining the 
lives of Salem’s children by ruining 

their potion before the sun rises!
60001875 | 8+ | 2-6 players | $34.99

Cold Case: Pinch of Murder 
In the Cold Case™ series, you have 
been summoned to investigate the 

unsolved cases of victims murdered 
decades ago, piecing together the 

details that the police could never find. 
83150 | 14+ | 1-4 players | $19.99
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3219114

PromoPromo
$14.97

reg. $1999

 Game Jok-R-Ummy New Edition  
 Whether you’re experienced card players or beginners,  
 you are sure to have a lots of fun completing your program 
 cards as quickly as possible.
 423514739 | 10+ | $28.99

 Wooden Collection  
 Classic Games 5-in-1  
 Brings together 5 of the most popular games in the world!  
 Chess, Checkers, Backgammon, Dominoes and Tic-Tac-Toe.
 71914006B | 7+ | 2 players | $39.99

Game Mille Bornes classic     
Keep the pressure on full and be  
the first to make it 1,000 miles!  

63481002 | 6+ | 2-8 players | 30min | $19.99

Scramble Deluxe 3-in-1 
3 ways to play: solo, duel, junior!  

It’s a race to place in the proper space! 
63481004 | 5+ | $29.99

Game Totem 
Totem is a fast-paced family strategy game. The goal is simple:  
Each player guides their wooden totem playing pieces from one side  
of the board to the opposite side.  
71953690B | 7+ | $29.99

Hy-Pro - 20" Football or Hockey Table 
Great fun to play on the dining or coffee table. Compact 
design easily stores under the bed or behind the sofa. 
164HP05013 -164HP05015 | 4+ | $34.99 each. 

Mini Brands The game
Get in on the game that includes 

4 Mini Brands Collectable Movers, 
miniature versions of some of the 

most popular food brands ever! 
Mystery mini inside!

7676060494 | 5+ 

Mexicain Train Game 
Mexican Train is a fun version of the 
traditional dominoes game, with an 

added twist. 
71954039 | 8+ | $39.99

Space mission Maze globe 
With 80 obstacles to overcome,  

this labyrinth ball will captivate you for 
hours while stimulating your stability and 

hand-eye coordination. 
63481006 | 6+ | $19.99
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Your DIAMOND DOTZ® finished project is sure to blow you away! The stunning sparkle of each facet and the superior colors of the canvas make for a completed project like none other!

 1000 pcs puzzle:  
Gooderham Building, Toronto - 
Canoes on Moraine Lake,  
Banff, Alberta - Umbrellas, 
Petit-Champlain,Quebec City 
8+ | $22.99 each.

32119118
32119117

32119114

 Diamond Dotz 
- Fox Bliss
Dimensions: 16.5 x19.7 in.
149DD8-013 | 8+ | $38.99

Diamond Dotz - Dotzlite  
This specialty lightpad has been adapted for the 
purpose of making dotting charts easier to see.
149DDA-002 | 8+| $35.99

Tangle - Light-up Atomic 2 LED 
Super bright LEDs inside each ball and 

illuminate brightly with every twist!
738180 | 3+ | $10.99each.

Tangle - Light-up Atomic 1 LED 
Super bright LED inside each ball and 

illuminate brightly with every twist!
738190 | 3+ | $9.99each.

Diamond Dotz 
- Crystal Garden

Dimensions: 16 x 20 in. 
149DD9-060 | 8+ | $41.99

 Calligraphy set 5 nibs 
This 33 piece set includes: 4 calligraphy  
pens, 5 calligraphy nibs, 20 water bases  
dye ink cartridges, 1 metal pump and a storage tin.
845899SM5 | 3+ | $29.99

 Tangle Classic - Pets assorted 
Tangle Pets make the perfect pals for  
backpacks, bathtime, playtime, anytime! 
7388507 | 3+ | $6.99each.

Tangle Classic - Crush assorted 
So much fun to twist and turn - it’s hard 
to put down! Different styles availables. 

Each sold separately. 
7388705 | 3+ | $5.99each.
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Multi-circuits Set   
To exploit the circuit and create different 
options: round trips, lane change,  
crossing of tracks, and more! 
892180911 | 4+ | $19.99

Car-3 assorted 
1 car with a clipable body, ON/OFF button 
on back, light effects on back & front. 
892180903 | 4+ | $26.99each.

Discovery set   
Set composed of 184 flexible tracks, 
being a circuit of 4.40m! 1 car included. 
892180902 | 4+ | $59.99

Refill tracks 
Refill of 72 tracks to  

enlarge its circuit of the  
FleXtreme range.   

892180904 | 4+ | $16.99

Super Loops Set 
89 pieces included.   

892180912 | 4+ | $44.99

*The prices displayed are those valid at the time of printing until December 24th 2021 and are subject to change without notice. Only within the limits of available stock. 
**Pictures for reference only. Any reproduction or modifications without authorisation is prohibited. Some advertised items might not be in stock by the time this publication is distributed. 

We apologize for this situation beyond our control.Agence K.I.D. advertising.

10 Paisley St. (at Norfolk)
Guelph, Ontario
519-824-5682

www.simplywonderfultoys.ca

@simplywonderfultoys
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